
Kusnap Enhances Safe E-commerce
Transactions in Nigeria with Escrow Services

How Kusnap Is Promoting Safe E-commerce

Transactions In Nigeria

Kusnap is a peer-to-peer (P2P) online

marketplace that connects merchants

with buyers. It enables merchants to sell

various products, including groceries e.t.c

LAGOS, LAGOS, NIGERIA, May 27, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Nigeria's e-

commerce industry is experiencing

significant growth as small and

medium-scale enterprises leverage

digital platforms to attract customers

and drive sales. The convenience and

cost-effectiveness of e-commerce

enable consumers to access products

and services effortlessly, anytime and

anywhere.

However, secure payment remains a critical concern for online buyers. While some consumers

enjoy seamless payment experiences, others face issues such as delayed deliveries or, worse,

never receiving the purchased items due to fraudulent sellers. These negative experiences erode

trust and confidence in e-commerce platforms.

Kusnap is addressing these concerns by integrating escrow services into its platform, thereby

fostering a safer shopping environment and rebuilding trust among online consumers.

About Kusnap

Kusnap is a versatile e-commerce platform that connects buyers and sellers within a secure and

user-friendly environment. With an extensive range of products, personalized recommendations,

and a robust transaction system, Kusnap is revolutionizing the online shopping experience. The

platform offers easy product listing, a commission-based revenue model, and effective

communication tools for sellers.

For Buyers:

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://blog.kusnap.com/index.php/2023/10/12/best-e-commerce-app-to-sell-products-in-nigeria/


1.Access a wide array of products from local and international sellers.

2.Receive personalized recommendations and set search alerts for new listings.

3.Benefit from a secure escrow payment system that ensures safe transactions.

4.Engage with a vibrant community and interest-based groups.

For Sellers:

1.Showcase products and expand reach with straightforward product listing and online shop

creation.

2.Maximize profits through a commission-based business model.

3.Utilize robust communication tools to engage with potential buyers and negotiate offers.

4.Access comprehensive support and resources to succeed.

How Kusnap's Escrow Service Works

Kusnap's escrow service acts as a neutral intermediary between buyers and sellers. When a

buyer decides to purchase a product, the payment is made into an escrow account managed by

Kusnap, not the merchant. The funds remain in this digital wallet until the buyer receives and

confirms satisfactory delivery of the product or service.

Only after the buyer's approval does the escrow account release the payment to the merchant.

This ensures that merchants do not receive payment until they fulfill their delivery obligations,

thus protecting buyers from potential fraud and delayed deliveries.

Benefits of Kusnap's Escrow Service

1. Enhanced Buyer Protection

Kusnap prioritizes customer satisfaction and safety by ensuring buyers are protected from

fraudulent transactions and delayed deliveries. The escrow service guarantees that buyers

receive exactly what they ordered, eliminating the risk of the "what I ordered vs. what I got"

scenario.

2. Improved Merchant Reputation

Merchants also benefit from Kusnap's escrow service as it builds trust with potential buyers.

Knowing that their payments are secure encourages buyers to shop from merchants using the

escrow service, thus enhancing the merchant's credibility and increasing sales.

Conclusion

Kusnap is setting new standards in Nigeria's e-commerce industry by introducing escrow services

to safeguard transactions. This initiative not only mitigates the risk of fraud but also promotes

https://kusnap.com/


secure and reliable e-commerce experiences. With Kusnap, users can shop confidently, knowing

their transactions are protected from scams and fraudulent activities.
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